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Verb classesChildren must learn the structural biases of locative verbs in order to avoid making overgeneralisation
errors (e.g., ⁄I filled water into the glass). It is thought that they use linguistic and situational information
to learn verb classes that encode structural biases. In addition to situational cues, we examined whether
children and adults could use the lexical distribution of nouns in the post-verbal noun phrase of transitive
utterances to assign novel verbs to locative classes. In Experiment 1, children and adults used lexical dis-
tributional cues to assign verb classes, but were unable to use situational cues appropriately. In
Experiment 2, adults generalised distributionally-learned classes to novel verb arguments, demonstrating
that distributional information can cue abstract verb classes. Taken together, these studies show that
human language learners can use a lexical distributional mechanism that is similar to that used by com-
putational linguistic systems that use large unlabelled corpora to learn verb meaning.
 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Language acquisition is a complicated business. With little
explicit teaching from adults, children rapidly learn words and
grammatical structures. Critically, children must acquire
language-specific links between verbs and structures (Levin &
Hovav, 2005); for example, in English fill can appear in the woman
filled the bucket with water, but not ⁄the woman filled water into the
bucket. At around five years of age, children sometimes make over-
generalisation errors such as ⁄I’m going to cover a screen over me
(4;5; Bowerman, 1982) where a verb is paired with a structure that
is not appropriate in the language that they are learning. Such
errors show that children understand the verb’s meaning and can
produce the structure, but they have not yet learned the correct
verb-structure link. Over time, however, children stop makingthese errors. This retreat from overgeneralisation occurs as children
learn adult-like verb-structure links (Pinker, 1989).
The English locative alternation (e.g., I sprayed water onto the
wall) involves events where a theme (e.g., water) moves to a loca-
tion (e.g., wall) and the location is changed by the action (e.g., wall
becomes wet). Locative events can be described with two struc-
tures, which differ as to whether the verb is followed by the loca-
tion or the theme: the location-theme (LT) structure, as in the
woman sprayed the wall with paint, and the theme-location (TL)
structure, as in the woman sprayed paint onto the wall. Not all loca-
tive verbs can appear in both structures, however. Specifically, LT-
biased verbs appear predominantly in the LT structure, for example
deluge, inundate and flood (e.g., I deluged the flowerbed with water
vs. ⁄I deluged water onto the flowerbed). TL-biased verbs such as drib-
ble, drip and pour appear mainly in the TL structure (e.g., I dribbled
water onto the flowerbed vs. ⁄I dribbled the flowerbed with water).
Finally, alternating verbs like spray, load and pack appear in both
structures (e.g., I sprayed water onto the flowerbed/I sprayed the flo-
werbed with water). Linguistic analyses explain these associations
between verbs and structures in terms of verb classes: clusters of
verbs with common semantic and syntactic properties (Levin,
1985; Levin & Hovav, 2005). For example, verbs in the ‘‘cover-
type” class (e.g., deluge, inundate and flood; Ambridge, Pine, &
Rowland, 2012; Pinker, 1989) have the semantic property ‘‘a layer
completely covers a surface”, which highlights the surface location
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these actions means they tend to be described with utterances that
place the location earlier in sentences (e.g., he flooded the floor with
water). If verbs incorporate this relative salience information into
their meaning representation (Levin, 1993), then the structural
preferences of the verb can determined from the meaning (e.g.,
location-salient verbs tend to appear in LT structures).
One potential solution to the problem of learning verb-structure
mappings would be for children to learn conservatively, memoris-
ing the verb-structure mappings in their input. This could be
implemented with statistical learning mechanisms such as
entrenchment (e.g., Braine & Brooks, 1995) and preemption (e.g.,
Goldberg, 1995). Here, the occurrence of a particular verb in gram-
matical constructions (e.g., I dribbled water onto the flowerbed) con-
stitutes probabilistic evidence for the mappings in the input and
against the grammaticality of unwitnessed combinations (e.g., ⁄I
dribbled the flowerbed with water). Although these proposals enjoy
some support, including in this particular domain (Ambridge et al.,
2012; Bidgood, Ambridge, Pine, & Rowland, 2014) and can help to
explain the retreat from overgeneralisation errors, they are not on
their own sufficient, as they do not directly explain why children
make errors in the first place.
An influential account of why children overgeneralise is that of
Pinker (1989), who suggested that from the outset children possess
innate broad range rules that link alternating structures which can
be used to describe the same action. In the locative, the broad
range rule connects two construals of a locative action – one in
which the focus is the location’s change of state and the other in
which the focus is the manner of motion of the theme. When the
location’s change of state is highlighted (e.g., a wall becomes com-
pletely covered with paint), the LT structure is preferred since it
places the location earlier in the sentence (e.g., the girl sprayed
the wall with paint). When the manner of motion is highlighted
(e.g., the paint moves in a distributed manner under pressure),
the TL structure is preferred, since it places the theme earlier in
the sentence (e.g., the girl sprayed the paint onto the wall). On
Pinker’s account, the semantic information in the scene (e.g., the-
matic roles) can be used to activate a broad range rule that allows
children and adults to take a verb that has been heard only in one
structure and use it with the other structure. This is desirable for
many low-frequency alternating verbs which may only have been
in a single structure in the input (e.g., strew the flowerbed with seeds ->
strew seeds onto the flowerbed), but it can also lead to overgeneral-
isations if a verb is only acceptable in one structure (e.g., ⁄I filled the
water into the bath).
Pinker (1989) explains the retreat from overgeneralisation
through the acquisition of semantic verb classes. In this theory,
children assign verbs to semantic verb classes which link to struc-
tures via narrow range rules and these rules allow children to
retreat from the overgeneralisations licensed by the broad range
rules. In particular, the salience and consistency of the components
of an action across different instances determines its verb class
(Gropen, Pinker, Hollander, & Goldberg, 1991a). For example,
LT-biased cover is used to describe an action where the location
changes state from being visible to being obscured (e.g., a blanket
covers a bed). While the state change is salient and consistent
across different cover actions, the movement of the theme can take
place in various ways (e.g. the blanket can be dragged, thrown,
dropped, etc.). Likewise, TL-biased pour describes a liquid moving
in a continuous stream to the location (e.g., water flowing out of
a hose), but the change of state of the location can be variable
(e.g., the bucket can be partially or fully filled; the water could
be poured onto the floor, etc.). A range of empirical evidence sup-
ports the idea that for both adults and children, verbs’ syntactic
behaviour is governed by these semantically constrained classes
(Ambridge et al., 2012; Bidgood et al., 2014; Brooks & Tomasello,1999; Brooks, Tomasello, Dodson, & Lewis, 1999; Gropen, Pinker,
Hollander, Goldberg, & Wilson, 1989; Gropen, Pinker, Hollander,
& Goldberg, 1991b; Gropen et al., 1991a; Pinker, Lebeaux, &
Frost, 1987).
Pinker’s account of verb class acquisition focuses on semantic
information that can be extracted from the situations that verbs
are heard in. Gropen et al. (1991a) provided evidence in support
of this situational approach in a series of verb learning experiments
in which they taught children and adults novel verbs (e.g., look, this
is keating) alongside novel actions. Each action included either a
salient location change of state (e.g., a colour change, Exp 2) or a
salient theme manner (e.g., moving a matchbox in a zigzagging
motion, Exp 1). After training with these novel verb/action pairs,
participants were prompted at test to describe the same action
using a full locative structure. Participants used more LT locatives
after training scenes with a salient location component, and more
TL locatives after training scenes with a salient manner compo-
nent. However, although this study appears to show situational
effects on verb-structure learning, this is not the only possible
account of Gropen et al.’s results, because their test actions were
biased in the same way as their training items. For example, if in
training participants saw the theme move towards the location
in a zigzag motion with no change to the location, they saw the
same event again at test. Participants’ choice of structure could
therefore have been determined by placing the salient argument
(location/theme) earlier in the sentence; importantly, this could
take place without reference to verb-specific semantics (this
experiment provided verb-independent constructional meaning;
Goldberg, 1995; Twomey, Chang, & Ambridge, 2014). More gener-
ally, since most studies that show semantic effects on structural
choice manipulate the test situation (Ambridge et al., 2012;
Bidgood et al., 2014; Brooks & Tomasello, 1999; Brooks et al.,
1999; Gropen et al., 1989, 1991a), it is not clear whether learners
can recall situational information previously associated with a verb
and use that information in later structural choices. In Experiment
1, we examine whether verb-specific situational training informa-
tion can influence structural choices at a later test.
A potential problem for situational learning is that the relevant
situational information may only rarely be present: speakers do
not generally narrate events as they unfold. Instead learners may
acquire a considerable amount of information regarding a verb’s
meaning from its linguistic context, as proposed under the syntac-
tic bootstrapping hypothesis (Fisher, Gertner, Scott, & Yuan, 2010;
Gleitman, 1990). For example, Naigles (1990) demonstrated that
children correctly associated sentences containing novel verbs
with causative visual scenes based on the transitive syntactic
frame in which the verbs were presented. Specifically, children
mapped the transitive sentence the duck is gorping the bunny to a
scene in which a duck made a bunny squat by pushing on the bun-
ny’s head (i.e., a causative action). In contrast, children associated a
scene in which a duck and a bunny simultaneously made arm ges-
tures (i.e., a non-causative action) with intransitive sentences such
as the duck and the bunny are gorping (Naigles, 1990) or the duck is
gorping with the bunny (Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 1999; Kidd, Bavin,
& Rhodes, 2001). The results of syntactic bootstrapping studies
have been explained with a range of distinct mechanisms. One
involves the number of arguments in a phrase; for example, two
arguments would signal a causative meaning (Fisher, 1996).
Another account is that learners use syntactic structures to estab-
lish elements of verb meaning; for example, the sequence of syn-
tactic categories NP VERB NP might bias towards the causative
(Fisher, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1991; Gleitman, 1990). A third
account is that the post-verbal noun may signal its thematic role;
for example, patient nouns may indicate the causative (e.g.,
Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 2002). In addition to these syntactic
mechanisms, it has been suggested that lexical mechanisms could
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that frequent lexical frames could be used to classify words into
categories like VERB or NOUN. Importantly, because frames like
is_the will only pick out transitive verbs (e.g. the boy is pushing
the girl), these frequent frames could be useful cues to verb mean-
ing. Finally another mechanism is offered in Scott and Fisher
(2009), who found that the lexical distribution of animate/
inanimate subject pronouns in training could influence verb class
acquisition. Thus, in contrast to the non-linguistic information
used by situational theories of verb learning, syntactic bootstrap-
ping approaches suggest that syntactic frames, thematic roles,
arguments, lexical frames, and lexical distributions in the linguistic
signal could support verb learning.
These syntactic bootstrapping studies have suggested several
mechanisms which children may exploit when learning verb
meanings. These different accounts can be tested by examining
verb learning in the locative alternation, as the alternation itself
rules out some mechanisms. Since the LT and TL structures have
three arguments and a similar surface structure (i.e., NP VERB NP
PP), it would be difficult to use the number of arguments, syntactic
structures, or frequent frames to learn locative verb classes. In
addition, both post-verbal arguments are inanimate, so unlike in
Scott and Fisher (2009), animacy/pronoun distribution is not a
clear cue to locative verbs’ structural biases. A further challenge
comes from the fact that locative verbs do not always occur in loca-
tive structures in the input. Twomey et al. (2014) examined all
utterances containing any of the 140 locative verbs examined by
Ambridge et al. (2012) from all UK corpora in the CHILDES data-
base of child-directed speech (MacWhinney, 2000), and found that
78% of adults’ locative verbs in their sample occurred not in full
locative structure, but in transitive or intransitive structures, for
example you dump the lady’s toys. Although the preposition is a
very good cue for the locative structure (e.g., with for the LT struc-
ture; into, onto for the TL), this large corpus analysis showed that
many locative verbs frequently did not occur with prepositions.
These features of the locative suggest that the acquisition of the
structural properties of these verbs may depend heavily on lexical
distributional learning. A growing literature in computational lin-
guistics suggests that distributional learning mechanisms may pro-
vide a general account of lexical class learning (Brent, 1993;
Cartwright & Brent, 1997; Dumais & Landauer, 1997; Merlo &
Stevenson, 2001; Redington, Chater, & Finch, 1998; Rohde,
Gonnerman, & Plaut, 2005). For example, these algorithms could
use the sentences you’ve drenched the carpet with water and he
saturated his carpet to classify drench and saturate as being more
similar to each other than they are to fill, which does not typically
occur with carpet. Such models achieve high levels of syntactic and
semantic performance using the full set of words that occur with
each verb (i.e., the lexical distribution). For example, Mikolov,
Chen, Corrado, and Dean (2013) demonstrated that lexical distribu-
tional regularities from six billion words from Google News were
able to achieve state-of-the-art (at the time) performance in classi-
fying pairs of words as being syntactically and semantically
related. These mechanisms also work with child-directed speech:
Scott and Fisher (2009) found that it was possible to distinguish
causal and contact verbs using the distribution of subjects with
these verbs in CHILDES corpora. In sum, there is growing evidence
that distributional learning can be used to learn a range of meaning
and syntactic distinctions from corpora.
Twomey et al. (2014) applied a distributional learning tech-
nique to the acquisition of locative verb classes. Their correspon-
dence analysis (CA) used the words that appeared near a verb to
classify it along several dimensions that encoded lexical distribu-
tional similarity. These dimensions predicted adults’ verb gram-
maticality ratings (Ambridge et al., 2012; Bidgood et al., 2014).
The CA was created from a list of the two post-verbal words foreach verb in all of the parental input in the UK CHILDES corpora;
the list could include any word, for example determiners, preposi-
tions, nouns, verbs, and adjectives. The CAmapped these verbs into
a similarity space based on the overlap in post-verbal words. Fig. 1
provides an example of how this might work for a small set of
verbs given a small set of nouns that might appear with them in
corpora. In this example, the verbs pour and inject are close to each
other in the similarity space, because they both occur with words
like water and oil in the post-verbal position. The word fill is on the
other side of the space, because it tends to have containers in post-
verbal position. Spray is in the middle, because it alternates, and is
sometimes followed by liquids, sometimes by containers. Load is
an LT-biased verb like fill, but since it has different nouns in
post-verbal position, it is in a different part of the top part of the
space. Inoculate is a low frequency verb that occurred only with
one noun, cow (e.g., they inoculated the cow), but that is sufficient
to place it close to load, which has also occurred with that noun.
Notice that this can take place even if the person interprets cow
as being the patient thematic role, rather than as a location the-
matic role. This illustrates how a CA takes a lexical distribution
without thematic role information and places verbs in a similarity
space such that regions of this space act like verb classes which can
be associated with structures.
Twomey et al. (2014) tested a range of different CA learners on
the locative verbs in their corpus. The best CA, which used two
post-verbal words, explained 47% of the variance in the indepen-
dent verb-structure ratings. In contrast, a CA that used all of the
post-verbal words only explained 38% of the variance, because
the order of the nouns was lost when all post-verbal words were
collapsed together, blurring the distinction between LT and TL
structures; for example, the woman poured water into the tub and
the woman filled the tub with water would both have water and
tub as post-verbal words. The success of the two post-verbal words
CA suggests that a distributional learner should be sensitive to a
small window of adjacent words in learning verb classes.
Twomey et al. (2014) tested this prediction in a connectionist
model that was biased for learning adjacent regularities (Chang,
2002). The model captured early overgeneralisation of locative
verbs and the gradual retreat from overgeneralisation through
the acquisition of locative verb classes. Critically, the model’s input
was designed so that it could only learn these locative verb classes
from the two post-verbal nouns in transitive utterances. This cor-
pus and modelling work demonstrated that development of loca-
tive verb classes can be explained by a distributional learning
mechanism combined with the transitive input that children hear.
While Twomey et al. (2014) provided support for lexical distri-
butional learning of verb meaning with corpus analyses and con-
nectionist modelling, there is little experimental evidence that
children can learn these classes in the same way as these models.
One study, Scott and Fisher (2009), has shown that toddlers can
use the lexical distributional information before a verb when it is
the only cue for verb meaning, but it is less clear if such cues will
drive verb class acquisition when they are post-verbal and when
situational information is also present. In addition, toddlers may
be limited in their ability to deal with experimental task demands,
which might mean that they do not combine situational and distri-
butional information consistently early in development. In the case
of the locative, there is evidence that children learn verb classes
later in development (e.g., Ambridge et al., 2012). Thus, exploring
these mechanisms in older children removes some of these limita-
tions by testing learning mechanisms at ages where the ability to
learn from situational and distributional cues should be robust.
In summary, children need to learn semantic verb constraints
on their structural choices. The acquisition of locative verb classes
allows us to contrast a situational account of this process (Pinker,
1989) with a lexical distributional account (Scott & Fisher, 2009;
Fig. 1. A correspondence analysis of the mapping between input distribution and verb semantic similarity.
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mation. In Experiment 1, we pit these two accounts against each
other in children and adults and then further explore the proper-
ties of a lexical distributional mechanism in Experiment 2.Fig. 2. Example training action: robot fills a cone by shooting balls of oil at it.2. Experiment 1: Situational and lexical cues in verb-structure
linking
In the first study we taught participants novel locative verbs
alongside animations of novel actions in a training session and
then examined how children and adults would use these verbs at
test. For example, in the training action depicted in Fig. 2, a robot
fills up its arms with an oil theme from the cylinder on the right
and then goes towards the cone location on the left. It then shoots
the oil in large balls towards the cone, filling it with the oil.
To examine the role of situational information in locative verb
class acquisition, we manipulated the salience of the locations
and themes in training. In the location-salient condition, the action
in Fig. 2 involved a large change in the location object and little
change to the theme (e.g., Fig. 2 shows the cone getting completely
filled by balls of oil that are shot at close range). In contrast, in the
theme-salient condition the motion of the theme was highlighted
while the location was less changed (e.g. the balls of oil bounced
on the floor on the way to the cone but the cone was only partially
filled). If situational information is used to learn locative verb
classes, then participants should remember whether the location
or theme was salient for each novel verb and then use this at test
to bias for the appropriate structure (e.g., location-salient verbs
should appear in the LT structure).
To examine whether learners can use lexical distributional reg-
ularities to acquire verb classes, we described the training scenes
with sentences that varied in whether the post-verbal noun was
the location (L-transitive, e.g., the robot was pabbing the cone) or
the theme (T-transitive, e.g. the robot was pabbing the oil). We used
transitive frames because corpus work has suggested these struc-
tures are the main context for learning about locative verbs in
the input to children (Twomey et al., 2014). We were interested
in whether participants could use lexical distributional regularities
in training to assign novel verbs to appropriate verb classes. For
example, if pabbing occurred with the post-verbal theme-like
nouns oil and water (T-transitive), could participants use this infor-
mation to select a TL structure with this verb at test?
After hearing all of the training scenes for each of the four
actions, participants were shown the same four actions with novel
pairings of objects. They saw these new videos and heard them
described with an intransitive structure that mentioned the target
novel verb (e.g., the robot was pabbing) and were encouraged todescribe the scene. Gropen et al. (1991a) used test stimuli in which
either the location or the theme was salient. Participants could
therefore use this situational salience to select a structure and
insert the novel verb after the structure had been planned. To force
participants to use their memory of verb-specific situational regu-
larities that were experienced earlier in training, our test scenes
combined the salient version of motion of the theme with the sali-
ent version of the change in the location. For example, Fig. 3
depicts the test item for pabbing, in which the robot shoots balls
that bounce on the floor (theme-salient manner) and the cone fills
completely (location-salient endstate). The test action was shown
with two themes (e.g., oil and water) and two locations (e.g., cone
and box), which helped to bias participants to producing full loca-
tives in order to disambiguate which themes and locations were
involved in the action. Since the same test event was used regard-
less of the situational/lexical distributional condition in training,
an effect of those variables at test would require participants to
have retained some memory of the training situation.
Because test scenes had salient theme and location components
(e.g., balls of oil bounce, cone fills completely), another way to
show a situational effect would be to use the consistency of loca-
tion or theme across training and test; for example the training
action in Fig. 2 and test action in Fig. 3 both show the cone being
filled completely. Pinker (1989) claimed that verb classes were
defined by consistent situational components across exemplars.
For example, LT-biased verbs like fill tend to describe situations
with consistent location changes, (i.e., objects being filled). The
predictions of the training/test situational consistency account
are the same as the predictions of the relative saliency account:
in both cases, a location-salient action on a particular training trial
should yield more LT utterances at test than an action presented in
theme-salient training situation.
1 Pronounced as in bringing.
Fig. 3. Example test action: robot fills cone with water by shooting balls that
bounce on the floor.
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we tested three age groups. Bowerman (1982, 1988) reported over-
generalisation errors at around age 5 (5;0: Can I fill some salt into
the bear?), demonstrating that children at this age can insert verbs
productively into their learned locative structures. Furthermore,
Ambridge et al. (2012) found that 5-year-olds were sensitive to
semantic constraints on their use of locative structures, which sug-
gests that they already have some semantic knowledge that could
constrain verb classes. Thus, we tested this age group to examine
how lexical and situational cues are used as they learn produce
locative structures. Although the ability to learn novel verb-
structure links is likely to increase over development, whether
the ability to use lexical or situational cues also changes over time
is unclear. Thus, to examine how cue use changes over develop-
ment, we also tested 9-year-olds and adults.
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Adult participants were 48 native British English-speaking
undergraduate students aged 18–22 years. Data from a further five
participants were excluded due to experimenter error (2), equip-
ment error (1) or because participants were non-native speakers
of English (2). Adults were recruited through a university participa-
tion scheme and received course credit for taking part. Child par-
ticipants were 51 5-year old children (24 girls) and 55 9-year-old
children (23 girls). All children were British English-speaking and
were recruited from local primary schools. Data from a further
11 participants were excluded due to equipment error (age 5: 6;
age 9: 5). Parents’ prior consent was obtained and children
received stickers for participation.
2.1.2. Design
The study crossed age (age 5/age 9/adult), situational training
(location-salient/theme-salient; within-subjects) and lexical train-
ing (L-transitive/T-transitive; within-subjects) in a 3  2  2
design. Our dependent measure was structure produced (LT loca-
tive or TL locative).
2.1.3. Situational stimuli
Visual scenes consisted of animations of four scenes depicting a
robot performing novel actions on a set of items, computer ani-
mated in Processing (Reas & Fry, 2005). In each scene a robot
caused a theme item to move towards a location item, resulting
in a change of state in the location (Fig. 4). Each novel action was
a combination of a cause-motion action and state-change action
(Levin, 1993), which created a verb that was felicitous in both LT
and TL constructions. In action A, the robot threw a sheet-like
theme which opened up in mid-air and covered the location. In
action B, the robot filled a large location object by shooting or
bouncing large balls of liquid into it. In action C, the robot raised
a large object upwards by spraying a stream of small particles into
it. Finally, in action D the robot decorated a large object with a
smaller one after carrying the smaller object to the larger object
either with static arms or in an up/down pumping motion.Training stimuli are depicted in Fig. 4. As in Gropen et al.
(1991a), we manipulated the manner and endstate components
of each action. Our location/theme salience manipulations corre-
spond to the situational elements that linguists argue are involved
in the locative alternation (Beavers, 2010; Goldberg, 1995; Levin &
Hovav, 2005) and which have been manipulated in previous stud-
ies (Gropen et al., 1991a). Specifically, each manner component
consisted of either more or less motion of the theme. In actions
A and C, the robot was positioned so that the theme moved either
a short distance or a long distance (more-motion). In action B, the
theme either went directly to the goal or bounced on the floor on
the way to the goal (more-motion). In action D, the robot carried
the theme at a consistent height or in an up-down zigzagging
motion (more-motion). Each endstate component consisted of
either more or less change to the location. In action A, the location
was partially or completely covered (more-change). In action B, the
box was partially or completely filled (more-change). In action C,
the location was caused to levitate to either a low or a high level
(more-change). In action D, the theme was embedded in the sur-
face of the theme either deeply or on the surface (more-change).
Thus, the theme-salient level of the situational manipulation com-
bined the more-motion manner with the less-change endstate,
while the location-salient level combined the more-change end-
state and the less-motion manner. Since each novel action is not
easily described by a single English locative verb that encoded both
the state change and the manner of motion, Fig. 4 provides a sep-
arate English gloss for the theme-salient and location-salient ver-
sions of each action. These glosses used locative verbs from Levin
(1993) and were accepted as plausible descriptions of these actions
by adult participants in the norming study described in Section 2.3.
Test stimuli are depicted in Fig. 5, and consisted of the more-
change and more-motion components of each action. For example,
in the test scene for action A the location was completely covered
(more-change), and the theme moved a long distance (more-
motion). Critically, our stimuli were computer-generated and
therefore the endstate and manner components used in test scenes
were identical to the matching endstate and manner components
used during training. Previous studies did not control the test stim-
uli in this way, because endstate and manner components of
human actions (Gropen et al., 1991a) or hand-animated videos
(Ambridge et al., 2012) are variable and difficult to equate across
trials. To reduce item-specific effects, we used novel pairings of
objects at test. For example, oil is shot into the cone in training
(Fig. 2), but water is shot into the cone at test (Fig. 3).
2.1.4. Lexical stimuli
Lexical training stimuli consisted of transitive sentences spoken
by the experimenter (Fig. 6). Each sentence contained one of four
novel words selected as plausible action labels for English speak-
ers: cringing1, pabbing, veeming, and zopping. To investigate whether
word co-occurrences could bias participants towards producing LT
or TL locatives, training sentences occurred either with a post-
verbal location noun or a post-verbal theme noun. L-transitive
stimuli were sentences with a post-verbal noun that labelled the
onscreen location-like object (e.g., the robot was cringing the box).
T-transitive stimuli were sentences with a post-verbal noun that
labelled the theme-like object (e.g., the robot was cringing the water;
post-verbal nouns are provided in Fig. 6). Participants heard each
training sentence twice. At test, to ensure participants were not
biased to produce a particular structure, they heard the novel verb
in an intransitive structure (e.g., the robot was cringing) and were
encouraged to describe the scene with an utterance that mentioned
the objects that were involved in the action.
Fig. 4. Location-salient/theme-salient training scenes for each novel action with situation-appropriate English gloss.
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LT/TL structural choice at test, we needed to induce participants
to produce full locative structures. Thus, participants received
twowarm-up scenes at the start of the experiment and two locative
prime trials before the test trials (see top two rows of Fig. 6). These
were designed to increase the production of full locatives equally
across all situational and lexical training conditions. These trials
depicted scenes involving a loading action and were described
with both the LT structure (e.g., the robot was loading the table with
the box) and the TL structure (e.g., the robot was loading the box onto
the table). To balance order effects, we created eight counterbal-
anced lists, each consisting of two warm-up trials, followed by
eight training trials, two locative prime trials, and finally eight test
trials (20 trials in total). Situational/lexical training pairings (e.g.,
location-salient + L-transitive; location-salient + T-transitive) were
counterbalanced across participants and verbs, as was LT/TL order
of warm-up and locative prime sentences. Order of presentation of
verbs was rotated between lists, and training and test trials in a
given list were presented in the same order. Left-right position ofobjects was randomised across participants. On test trials, front-
back position and first theme item used were counterbalanced
across participants. Fig. 6 depicts an example counterbalance list.
2.1.5. Procedure (Adult)
Participants were told that they would be shown a video of a
robot on a spaceship who would be carrying out known and novel
actions with items on the spaceship, and that their task was to
describe the scene to the experimenter. The experiment began
with the two warm-up trials. First, the experimenter labelled the
objects on the screen (location object first). Then, she said ‘‘Here
is the robot in the spaceship. We’re going to watch him do some
loading” and played the animation for the first warm-up trial. After
the animation had finished playing, the experimenter presented
the verb in one locative structure and asked an elicitation question
(e.g., ‘‘The robot was loading the table with the box. The robot was
loading the table with the box. Can you tell me what the robot was
doing with the two things?”). The second warm-up trial depicted a
second loading action using different objects, which was labelled in
Fig. 5. Test scenes for each novel action.
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loading the pyramid onto the cart. The robot was loading the pyra-
mid onto the cart. Can you tell me what the robot was doing with
the two things?”). When participants produced a sentence which
included only one of the objects, they were prompted to mention
both objects up to three times, using the questions ‘‘Can you tell
me what the robot did with both of the objects?”, ‘‘Can you tell
me [how/where] the robot was [verbing] the [object]?” or using
onto/with, ‘‘The robot was [verbing] the [object] [onto/with] what?”
If the participant did not mention both objects after prompting, the
experimenter noted this and started the next trial.
Eight training trials immediately followed the warm-up trials
and proceeded in an identical manner except that the novel verbs
were presented in the appropriate transitive sentence for the lexi-
cal condition in each counterbalance list (e.g., L-transitive: the
robot was veeming the ball). Two locative prime trials followed
the training trials in an identical manner to the warm-up trials.
Finally, eight test trials were presented, again in the same way as
training trials, with the exception that novel verbs were presented
in intransitive form, for example the robot was veeming. When par-
ticipants mentioned only one of the objects, they were prompted in
the same way as during training trials.2.1.6. Procedure (Children)
The child procedure was the same as the adult procedure, with
the following adaptations to ensure it was child-appropriate. First,
in order to engage children in the task, before the experiment
began the experimenter told the child she was looking for space
scientists to help her with a special job on the spaceship. She then
explained that she was preparing a report for the captain of a
spaceship, that she would show the child a video of a robot doing
special jobs using objects in the spaceship, and that the child’s job
was to watch very carefully and, when asked, tell her what the
robot was doing so that she could complete her report. Second,
warm-up, training and locative prime trials began with the exper-
imenter labelling the objects on the screen and asking the child to
repeat the labels, while on test trials the experimenter asked thechildren to label each object, correcting incorrect responses. In
object labelling, the location object was always first in order to
counter the strong TL bias found in children (Twomey et al.,
2014). Since this object ordering was the same for all test items,
it could only increase the overall use of LT structures, but cannot
explain any variation due to situational or distributional manipula-
tions in training. Third, to encourage children to use the novel verb,
the experimenter repeated it in the elicitation question (e.g., ‘‘Can
you tell me, using both things, what the robot was cringing?”).
There were no other differences between the adult and child
procedures.2.2. Coding
Participants’ responses on test trials were transcribed and
coded offline. Sentences in which both nouns were used unam-
biguously were coded as LT or TL locatives (e.g., TL: the robot was
veeming the net onto the box). 245 non-locative sentences were
coded as Other and excluded from further analyses (see Table 1;
note that these responses were equally distributed across the com-
binations of situational and lexical distributional conditions, v2(1)
= 0.26, p = 0.61). Finally, data from 21 individual responses were
excluded due to experimenter error on one or both training or test
trials for that verb, equipment error or interruption (age 5: 11; age
9: 10; adults: 0). 959 locative responses were included in the final
analysis (age 5: 210; age 9: 378; adult: 371). A further 25% of
responses were coded by a second experimenter, naïve to the
experimental hypotheses. Inter-coder reliability was substantial,
Cohen’s kappa = 0.92. The how/where and onto/with prompts were
used to encourage full locatives. The how/where prompt was used
on 2% (10) of the test trials with adults. No adults received the final
onto/with prompt at test. The how/where prompt was used on 9%
(18) of the test trials for 5-year-old children and 0.3% (1) of the test
trials with a 9-year-old child. The onto/with prompt was used on
3% (6) of the test trials for 5-year-old children and 0.3% (1) of the
test trials with a 9-year-old child. Although these prompts could
bias towards particular structures, they were only used when the
Fig. 6. Example counterbalance list.
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the post-verbal position, indicating that the element was salient
for the participant.
2.3. Results
Proportions of LT locatives out of all LT and TL utterances pro-
duced by 5- and 9-year-old children and adults after situationaltraining and lexical training are presented in Fig. 7. Structure pro-
duced (LT = 1, TL = 0) was submitted to a binomial mixed effects
model (lme4 version 1.1-5; Bates, Maechler, & Walker, 2014) with
age (age 5 = 1, age 9 = 0, adult = 1), situational training (location-/
theme-salient; effect coded) and lexical training (L-transitive/T-
transitive; effect coded) as crossed fixed effects and participant
and verb as random effects. The maximal model that converged
included random intercepts for participant and verb, with no
Table 1






Intransitive The robot was pabbing 10 1 0
L-transitive The robot was zopping the box 16 2 0
T-transitive The robot was veeming the net 23 9 4
Ambiguous
transitive










He was zopping the oil with the
box
8 17 9
Other Getting oil on hands and shooting;
the net onto the box
126 23 0
132 K.E. Twomey et al. / Cognition 153 (2016) 124–139random slopes (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). All mixed
effects models reported used this random effects structure unless
stated otherwise. All analyses were repeated excluding responses
produced after prompting, however the results were similar to
the full data set and we only report the full results here.
Overall, participants were biased towards the TL structure (TL
bias; overall proportion LT = 0.29; negative logit intercept = 3.81,
SE = 0.86, z(949) = 4.44, p < 0.0001), consistent with previous
studies (Bidgood et al., 2014; Bowerman, 1982; Gropen et al.,
1991a; Laffut & Davidse, 2002; Twomey et al., 2014). However, this
early TL bias disappeared over development as LT production
increased across age groups (main effect of age: beta = 2.13,
SE = 0.65, v2(1) = 12.00, p = 0.00053). Participants were sensitive
to the lexical distribution, producing more LT locatives afterFig. 7. Proportion of LT locatives produced for situational and lexical training in Experime
(Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2013).L-transitives than after T-transitives (main effect of lexical train-
ing: beta = 1.45, SE = 0.33, v2(1) = 45.32, p < 0.0001) and relying
more heavily on this information over time (age by lexical training
interaction: beta = 1.12, SE = 0.37, v2(1) = 9.72, p = 0.0018). Situa-
tional information affected participants’ LT production overall;
however in contrast to Gropen et al. (1991a), more LT locatives
were produced after theme-salient training than after location-
salient training (main effect of situational training: beta = 0.59,
SE = 0.30, v2(1) = 669, p = 0.0097). Finally, LT production was mar-
ginally affected by different combinations of situational and lexical
information (lexical training by situational training interaction:
beta = 1.27, SE = 0.61, v2(1) = 2.81, p = 0.094). No other interactions
reached significance (age by situational training by lexical training
interaction: beta = 1.06, SE = 0.73, v2(1) = 2.15, p = 0.14; age by
situation training interaction: beta = 0.54, SE = 0.36, v2(1)
= 1.39, p = 0.24).
To investigate how development affected particular age groups,
we applied a binomial mixed effects model to each age group with
situational training and lexical training as crossed fixed effects to
address three questions: (1) Which age groups would show a TL
bias? (2) How would the effect of lexical training change over
age? (3) Was the mismatching situational effect, which did not
interact with age, carried mainly by adults? With respect to the
TL bias, the omnibus analysis found a main effect for age, where
LT production rose as participants got older. Our separate models
found a TL bias in both 5-year-olds (proportion LT = 0.17; negative
logit intercept beta = 4.51, SE = 2.21, z(204) = 2.04, p = 0.041)
and nine-year-olds (proportion LT = 0.22; negative logit intercept:
beta = 10.58, SE = 1.60, z(361) = 6.60, p < 0.0001), but not innt 1. Error bars represent standard errors after removing random effects frommodel
Fig. 8. Proportion LT structures from corpora for theme and location-based nouns.
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z(365) = 1.27, p = 0.21). Thus, the test stimuli appear to be unbi-
ased in adults, but children prefer to describe them with TL struc-
tures (as in corpus studies; Twomey et al., 2014). The second
question was what the significant interaction between age and lex-
ical training says about lexical distributional learning at each age
group. When we looked at the effect of lexical training in the sep-
arate models, we found that 5-year-olds showed no effect
(beta = 0.11, SE = 0.73, v2(1) = 0.001, p = 0.97), 9-year-olds did
show an effect (beta = 1.86, SE = 0.66, v2(1) = 9.34, p = 0.0022),
and adults showed a large effect (beta = 2.51, SE = 0.46, v2(1)
= 44.79, p < 0.0001). This suggests that the ability to use the lexical
distribution to learn about verbs grows over development,
although it was not sufficiently robust for the 5-year-old children
to learn from a few trials. Our final question related to the mis-
matching situational effect, by which participants preferred LT
structures for theme-salient events. There was no situation effect
for the 5-year olds (beta = 0.71, SE = 0.68, v2(1) = 1.30, p = 0.25)
or 9-year-olds (beta = 0.77, SE = 0.64, v2(1) = 0.75, p = 0.38). The
adults, on the other hand, showed a robust mismatch effect
(beta = 1.33, SE = 0.39, v2(1) = 9.76, p = 0.0018). Although there
is no situation training by age interaction, the fact that this effect
appears to be strongest in the adults suggests that it could be the
result of some experiment-specific strategy that only appeared in
adults and some children.
As the situational effect in adults was opposite to the one pre-
dicted, we carried out an additional norming study to insure that
our training stimuli were biased in the predicted direction, where
location-salient stimuli were best described by LT structures. In
this norming study, 12 new participants saw one location-salient
scene and one theme-salient scene for each novel action from
the training stimuli in the above study. For each scene, participants
were asked to choose between a description with an LT structure
and another with a TL structure containing the verbs in the English
glosses in Fig. 4 (nouns were adapted for the particular stimuli).
Four counterbalancing lists varied the order of action, situation
bias, and object pairings. The two scenes for each action included
different objects and were separated by three trials. Importantly,
the location-salient and theme-salient scenes for each action
depicted similar motion and endstates, so the verbs were compat-
ible with both versions, as illustrated in the results in Fig. 8. For
example, both veem actions were compatible with covered and
threw, since the theme was thrown and the location covered in
either variant; participants could not therefore have used the verbs
alone to discriminate between the scenes. Further, although indi-
vidually these verbs could bias participants towards either LT or
the TL structure, the fact that one LT and one TL verb was present
on every scene means that any potential distributional bias was
equated. Thus, to distinguish situational bias in their choices, par-
ticipants had to be sensitive to situational information, and specif-
ically, gradations in manner of motion or endstate. A binomial
mixed effects model was applied to LT production with centred sit-
uation bias. Participants and verb were entered as random effects
with situation bias as a random slope for both. There was a main
effect of situation bias (beta = 1.67, SE = 0.65, v2(1) = 2.58,
p < 0.01). This shows that adults could indeed distinguish the
location- and theme-salient stimuli across the verbs and that they
preferred to label the location-salient scene with an LT structure
and the theme-salient scene with the TL structure. The difference
in LT proportion between location- and theme-salient actions
was 25%. Thus, in line with Gropen et al. (1991a; Exp 3 found an
8% difference for alternating verbs), our norming study demon-
strates that adults preferred LT structures for location-salient sce-
nes more than for theme-salient scenes. Thus, the opposite effect of
situation bias with the same animations in the main study must bedue to the way that memory encodes the link between situational
information and verbs.
Twomey et al. (2014) found a general TL bias in structural
choices in their corpus analysis, where 66% of adult locatives and
87% of child locatives used the TL structure. They argued that this
bias could trigger children to overgeneralise LT-biased locative
verbs into the TL structure. Since verbs that appeared with
location-salient/L-transitive training in Experiment 1 should be
described at test with an LT locative, any TL locatives produced
for these verbs can be thought of as a type of TL overgeneralisation.
To examine this, we used TL production compared to chance (0.50)
as an index of TL overgeneralisation for these items (i.e., above-
chance TL production illustrates systematic TL overgeneralisation).
As predicted, children at both ages produced significantly more TL
locatives after location-salient/L-transitive training than expected
by chance (two-tailed exact binomial tests, age 5: 44/55,
p < 0.0001; age 9: 70/97, p < 0.0001). Adults’ TL production did
not differ from chance (46/93, p = 1). Thus, for verbs where both
situational and lexical information should have cued the LT struc-
ture, children nonetheless systematically overgeneralised those
verbs to TL locatives, and even adults did not prefer the LT struc-
ture. Based on the effect of children’s TL bias on locative produc-
tion, we predicted that this preference for post-verbal theme-like
nouns would extend to their production of other structures.
Indeed, as expected, children produced more T-transitives than
L-transitives overall (v2(1) = 3.92, N = 50, p = 0.047). The TL bias
also appeared to affect the errors that they produced: they pro-
duced structures with post-verbal theme nouns followed by with
(e.g. ⁄the robot was zopping the oil with the box) more often than
structures with post-verbal location nouns followed by into/onto
(e.g., ⁄the robot was zopping the box into the oil; v2(1) = 19.59,
N = 27, p < 0.0001). Taken together, these data support the claim
that the majority of children’s early locative overgeneralisation
errors reflect a general TL bias in normal sentence production
(Twomey et al., 2014).
In contrast to the view that situational cues are used in learning
verb classes (Pinker, 1989), adults and children in this study did
not base their choice of LT and TL structure on the salience of the
location or theme in training or the shared endstate or manner
consistency across training and test items. Instead, adults and
9-year-old children remembered lexical co-occurrence information
in transitive training sentences and used full locative structures at
test that reflected verbs’ lexical bias in training. This ability grew
over development, as indexed by the effect size measure Cohen’s
d (Cohen, 1988) which factors out the variance and sample size
associated with each age group: 5-year-old children did not use
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small effect of lexical training (d = 0.10), and adults showed a med-
ium effect of lexical training (d = 0.53). This is consistent with
Pinker’s (1989) claim that verb classes develop slowly, and demon-
strates the gradual nature of the retreat from overgeneralisation.
2.4. Discussion
Experiment 1 examined whether participants’ choice between
the LT andTL locative at test reflected someverb related information
in training. To exhibit these effects, participants must produce loca-
tive responses at test. Our participants did so for these novel actions,
producing 78% locatives overall. Participants also used non-locative
conjoined transitives (e.g., getting the water and zopping the cone),
which conform to our instructions to mention both location and
theme and are consistent with the transitive structures used in
training. Overall, however, only 60 responses were non-locatives
that mentioned both location and theme, which is small compared
to the 958 full locatives produced, suggesting that these novel
actions were best described using the locative structure.
Previous studies of locative use in 5- to 9-year-old children
(Gropen et al., 1991a, 1991b) have found that children can use sit-
uational information about location and theme salience to choose
between LT and TL structures. Our norming study showed that
adults showed significant matching preferences for our training
stimuli (e.g., LT was more preferred for location-salient events).
In our verb learning study, however, children and adults did not
easily store situational information with particular verbs in a
way that could help them to assign them to the appropriate
LT- or TL-biased verb class. Participants who saw a salient location
with a completely filled cone were not more likely to use an LT
structure at test (by placing the cone earlier in the sentence) com-
pared to those that saw a partially filled cone. These results sup-
port the view that the situational effects reported in Gropen
et al. (1991a) are the result of biases in the test stimuli that directly
influence structural choices independently of the particular verb
and its class (Goldberg, 1995).
If children cannot quickly learn from situational input how to
assign a verb to its class, how do they learn the many low
frequency locative verbs that exist in languages (e.g., encrusted,
dapple)? Twomey et al. (2014) found that post-verbal lexical distri-
butional regularities in transitive sentences could be useful in
learning locative verb classes for these low frequency verbs. The
present study demonstrated that 9-year-old children and adults,
but not 5-year olds, could combine lexical distribution with verbs
to bias structural choices. We also found that this ability grew with
age, consistent with the idea that the use of lexical distributional
cues might depend on previously learned verb classes (Twomey
et al., 2014).
While this study provides evidence for the role of post-verbal
nouns in verb-structure choices, it is not certain that these results
involve abstract verb classes. This is because in order to maximise
the chance that children would recall situational and lexical cues,
the objects seen on test trials were the same as those seen in train-
ing. Both types of cue could therefore be learned in an item-specific
manner. For example, participants could have used situational cues
to learn that pabbing involves oil specifically, rather than theme-
like objects in general. However, the lack of a situational consis-
tency effect in children suggests that even when test stimuli
included the same items as in training, children’s memory of the
action carried out with those items during training was not suffi-
cient to constrain structural choice at test. Similarly, the lexical
training effect seen in 9-year-old children and adults could have
benefitted from this item overlap. For example, if during training
a participant heard the robot was pabbing the oil with a scene
including the oil and the box, at test they would see an actioninvolving the oil and the cone. If the participant remembered the
post-verbal nouns paired with pabbing during training (i.e., oil,
water), they could use those nouns to begin the locative produced
at test, triggering a TL structure (e.g., the robot was pabbing the oil
into the cone). Hence in Experiment 1, it remains possible that
our effect of lexical distribution was due to our older participants
having learned a trigram like pabbing the oil rather than having
learned an abstract verb class which would allow pabbing to be fol-
lowed by any theme-like object and then any location-like object.
Therefore, Experiment 2 examines whether learners can use the
lexical distribution to assign abstract verb classes that can be gen-
eralised to new nouns at test.
3. Experiment 2: Lexical distribution in abstract verb class
assignment
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that participants may have
been relying on a distributional mechanism to learn verb biases
(see Section 1). However, there are many distributional learning
mechanisms that could be used to learn abstract verb classes.
Experiment 2 tests the predictions of Twomey et al.’s (2014) con-
nectionist model, which assigned verbs to classes from the distri-
bution of nouns that occurred after the verbs in transitive
structures. For example in the model’s input, a verb might occur
in transitive structures with container objects 75% of the time
and liquid objects 25% of time. Based on this distribution, the verb
would be assigned to an LT-biased class, since these structures
tend to have containers in the post-verbal position. Critically, the
model assigned verbs to LT- or TL-biased classes having only ever
encountered them in transitive structures (never the locative) and
without any situational semantics (e.g., thematic role salience). We
were interested in whether humans could learn verb classes under
input conditions similar to the model.
In Experiment 2, we taught adults four novel verbs (dacked,
keefed, pilked and tifed) without visual input. We trained partici-
pants with these verbs in transitive sentences (e.g., the grand-
mother tifed the juice) and then tested them by presenting the
verb with three nouns (tifed + cup/coffee/salesperson) and asking
them to generate a sentence (e.g., the salesperson tifed the coffee into
the cup). The main manipulation was the set of nouns that occurred
with that verb in training. The L-biased condition included object
nouns that were typical locations (e.g., The cleaner pilked the floor)
and the T-biased condition included object nouns that were typical
themes (e.g., The babysitter tifed the lemonade). To investigate
whether this learning mechanism was statistical in nature, both
of these conditions included one item with the opposite type of
noun (e.g., the L-biased condition had four location nouns and
one theme noun). If the verb learning mechanism was not statisti-
cal, but simply recorded whether a location or a theme noun had
occurred with that verb, then there should be no difference
between conditions, since both types of nouns occurred with each
verb. However, if human learners are sensitive to the relative fre-
quency, like the connectionist model, then they should prefer the
structure that was consistent with the most frequent type of nouns
that were paired with that verb in training.
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
20 monolingual, English-speaking adults from the university
community (21–32 years) participated for course credit or as
volunteers.
3.1.2. Design
The study manipulated lexical distribution bias of novel verbs in
a within-subject design (T-biased/L-biased).
Table 2
Example training and test procedure for novel verb tifed.
Trial type Stimulus
Warm-up filled + glass/water/man
Warm-up poured + tea/mug/woman
Training The caterer tifed the honey (T-transitive)
Known sprayed + bubbles/spectator/clown
Training The waitress tifed the jar (L-transitive)
Known loaded + pasta/dish/cook
Training The grandmother tifed the juice (T-transitive)
Known spilled + milk/bib/baby
Training The plumber tifed the antifreeze (T-transitive)
Known draped + table/cloth/housekeeper
Training The babysitter tifed the lemonade (T-transitive)
Known covered + deck/nets/fisherman
Training The stallholder pilked the basket (L-transitive)
Test tifed + mug/cordial/boy
Training The customer pilked the counter (L-transitive)
Test tifed + tank/oil/sailor
Training The driver pilked the petrol (T-transitive)
Test tifed + doctor/syringe/medicine
Training The cleaner pilked the floor (L-transitive)
Test tifed + cup/coffee/salesperson
Training The researcher pilked the clipboard (L-transitive)
Test tifed + glass/wine/waitress
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Four novel words used in previous child language studies
served as novel verbs, all of which were presented in the past
tense: dacked, keefed, pilked and tifed. Forty transitive sentence
frames were created, half with the L-transitive (e.g., the man ____
the box) and half with the T-transitive (e.g., the man ____ the water).
All frames used different agent, location and theme nouns (see
Table 2). Location nouns were containers (e.g., bag, cup, suitcase)
or surfaces (e.g., counter, noticeboard, roof). Theme nouns were liq-
uids (e.g., antifreeze, beer, milk,) plural nouns (e.g., toys, cushions,
slates) and mass nouns (e.g., confetti, gravel, litter). Table 2 provides
examples of training and test order and stimuli for the first 22 tri-
als. Biased training sets of five items were created for each novel
verb. L-biased sets included one novel verb in four L-transitives
and one T-transitive (pilked in Table 2 is L-biased), and T-biased sets
included one novel verb in four T-transitives and one L-transitive
(tifed in Table 2 is T-biased). To allow participants to generate their
own structures, we presented verbs with three nouns (henceforth
test triples). Each triple included unique nouns for agent, location
and theme, none of which had appeared earlier. There were 5 test
items for each of the four verbs (20 test triples).
Transitive training sentences alternated with test trials, with
the constraint that all training sentences for a given verb appeared
before the corresponding test triples. Participants initially saw two
warm-up items consisting of two triples with known locative verbs
(filled and poured). The first block of five test triples appeared with
known locative verbs to further encourage locative test responses
(covered, draped, loaded, spilled, sprayed; Pinker, 1989). These
known trials were interleaved with the five transitive training sen-
tences for the first novel verb (e.g., The babysitter tifed the lemon-
ade). In the second block, the next novel verb appeared in
transitive training sentences (e.g., The driver pilked the petrol),
while the first novel verb (e.g., tifed) appeared with five more test
triples (see Table 2). This procedure continued until all four novel
verbs had been trained and tested. The last block interleaved the
final novel test triples with five known verbs in transitive frames
(encrusted, scattered, slopped, speckled, spread). Blocks of L-biased
training items alternated with T-biased training items (counterbal-
anced across participants).
Practice and filler stimuli were selected to have balanced struc-
tural biases: four known verbs were from a non-alternating
LT-biased verb class (fill, cover, encrust, speckle; Pinker, 1989), four
verbs from a non-alternating TL-biased verb class (pour, spill,
scatter, slop), and four verbs from alternating locative verb classes
(spray, load, drape, spread). Two counterbalance lists were created
that varied which novel verb appeared in each section, such that
each verb occurred in both L and T structures.
3.1.4. Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. Sentences
were presented and participant responses recorded using a pro-
gram written in Processing v.2.0 (Reas & Fry, 2005). Training sen-
tences were presented one word at a time in the centre of the
screen. To ensure that participants paid attention to the training
sentences, presentation of each word was self-paced by pressing
the Enter key. When the sentence was completed, the prompt
SPEAK appeared on the screen. Participants then pressed the space-
bar while repeating the sentence aloud.
Test trials displayed the three nouns from the test triple and a
novel verb in a diamond shape on the screen. Subject and verb
were randomly placed in the bottom and right locations, and loca-
tion and theme were randomly placed in the top and left locations.
This configuration made it harder for participants to use typical
English reading patterns or to develop experiment-specific order-
ing strategies. Participants were asked to formulate a sentence
with those words and to press the Enter key when ready. Theprompt screen then appeared, and participants were again asked
to press the spacebar as they said the sentence aloud. The test trials
were designed to allow participants the freedom to generate their
own sentence from the four words. Participants were told that they
could add words like articles or prepositions in order to make their
sentence grammatical.
3.2. Coding
Participants’ responses on test trials were coded offline.
Locative sentences with two unambiguous post-verbal nouns were
coded as either LT or TL. For example, the utterance the student
dacked the noticeboard with posters (with a post-verbal location-
like noun) was scored as LT, while the student dacked posters onto
the noticeboard (with a post-verbal theme-like noun) was scored
as TL. Transitive sentences (e.g., the salesperson tifed a cup of coffee)
and other non-locative uses of the novel verb (e.g., the keefed tourist
put film in his camera) were coded as Other and excluded from fur-
ther analyses (48 transitives, 20 non-locative). 332 locative
responses were included in the final analysis. All responses were
coded by a second coder naïve to the experimental hypothesis.
Inter-coder reliability was substantial, Cohen’s kappa = 0.92.
3.3. Results
Fig. 9 (right panel) depicts the proportion of LT locatives pro-
duced for LT- or TL-biased novel verbs in Experiment 2. LT produc-
tion (LT = 1, TL = 0) was submitted to a binomial mixed effects
model with lexical training (centred) as a fixed effect and partici-
pant and verb as random effects. The maximal model that con-
verged included random intercepts for participant and verb, with
no random slopes (Barr et al., 2013). Overall, participants produced
LT and TL locatives approximately equally frequently (overall pro-
portion LT utterances = 0.46; logit intercept = 0.20, SE = 0.39, z
(328) = 0.52, p = 0.60). LT production was higher for L-biased
verbs than for T-biased verbs (beta = 0.97, SE = 0.27, v2(1)
= 13.06, p = 0.00030). Thus, because nouns encountered on test tri-
als did not appear on training trials, participants in Experiment 2
assigned verbs to abstract classes based on the set of nouns that
they appeared with during training and then at test, these classes
biased their structural choices. Despite the strong evidence for
the importance of lexical distributional information from both
Fig. 9. Proportion LT production by lexical training bias for Exp. 1 and 2. For comparison, left panel depicts adult responses only in Exp. 1, pooled across situational
consistency. Error bars represent standard errors after removing random effects from model (Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2013).
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information provided in Experiment 1 may have affected partici-
pants’ ability to use lexical cues: it may be easier for speakers to
use lexical cues when they have already extracted thematic role
information from the visual scene. To examine this possibility,
we compared the results from the adult data in Experiments 1
and 2. The left-hand panel of Fig. 9 depicts adults’ LT production
in Experiment 1 based on lexical training, that is, collapsed across
situational consistency. We submitted the adults’ proportion LT
production from both experiments to a binomial mixed effects
model with training bias and experiment as fixed effects (effect
coded). The maximal model that converged included by-
participant random intercepts and slopes for training bias (Barr
et al., 2013). Adults were not TL-biased (overall proportion LT
utterances = 0.44; logit intercept = 0.29, SE = 0.65, z(696)
= 0.45, p = 0.65). Overall, adults’ LT production was higher for
L-biased verbs than for T-biased verbs (beta = 1.17, SE = 0.51,
v2(1) = 19.22, p < 0.0001). However, there was no effect of experi-
ment (beta = 0.44, SE = 0.80, v2(1) = 0.12, p = 0.73) or interaction
between training bias and experiment (beta = 0.90, SE = 0.69,
v2(1) = 1.72, p = 0.19). Thus, the visual situational information
(e.g., thematic roles, salience information) encountered in
Experiment 1 did not substantially increase participants’ use of
lexical cues relative to Experiment 2, which included no situational
information. Other differences between the studies (e.g., blocked
training and test vs. interleaving training and test, number of
nouns paired with each verb, overlap in nouns between training
and test, number of locative fillers) did not strongly modulate
the results. Thus, the simplest explanation for the effect of lexical
distribution in both studies is that participants used the distribu-
tion of nouns in the training phase to assign verbs to abstract
classes. The division of nouns into theme and location nouns was
based on intuition (e.g., lemonade is more likely to be a theme than
a location), but our participants shared these intuitions and when
presented with three arguments like cup, coffee, and salesman, they
were more likely to use the novel verb with a similar type of argu-
ment (e.g., the salesman tifed the coffee into the cup). That is, they
were able to generalise a novel verb to a structure that it had never
been paired with based on a verb class that was shaped by the dis-
tribution of nouns in the absence of situational cues.
4. General discussion
Theories of language acquisition often assume that verb knowl-
edge is acquired by combining situational information from theworld with abstract syntactic structures. Computational models
do not always use these types of information to learn about verbs,
because it can be difficult to identify the relevant aspects of scenes
or accurately construct syntactic structures. Instead, some of these
models make use of the distribution of words in sentences to iden-
tify aspects of word meaning and syntactic preferences (Mikolov
et al., 2013). Lexical distributional learning could provide a unified
approach to explaining a range of different phenomena in language
acquisition and adult processing (Twomey et al., 2014). For exam-
ple, Chang, Bock, and Goldberg (2003) suggest that thematic role-
based structural priming in the locative alternation could be due to
differences in the lexical distribution of themes and locations.
These mechanisms can also explain the behaviours seen in syntac-
tic bootstrapping studies (e.g., Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006), because
these studies manipulate the lexical items around novel verbs (e.g.,
verbs followed by the are likely to be causative, verbs followed by
with or occurring at the end of a sentence are more likely to be
non-causative). While these mechanisms seem to be useful for
learning about verbs, relatively little experimental work, other
than Scott and Fisher (2009), isolates the role of lexical distribution
from syntactic or situational variation. The present work addresses
this gap using the locative alternation. It is learned relatively late in
development, which means that it can be examined within a pro-
duction task at an age where children should be able to learn and
generalise verbs outside of the laboratory.
The acquisition of locative verb classes is a puzzle, because most
locative verbs do not appear in the full locative structure in the
input (e.g., statistical learning of the association between the verb
and the transitive construction cannot fully explain LT/TL biases in
locative generalisation). And since the locative alternation controls
factors such as syntactic frames, post-verbal noun animacy, and
number of arguments, syntactic bootstrapping mechanisms are
not easily applicable here. One mechanism that can address this
issue is lexical distributional learning, which Twomey et al.
(2014) showed could explain how these locative verb classes could
be learned from post-verbal words. Their connectionist model
attempted to predict the post-verbal words in locative utterances.
When these predictions were incorrect, the prediction error was
used to modify the internal verb representations which generated
the prediction. Over time, the model developed distinct verb
classes for predicting different types of post-verbal words.
However, these classes by themselves did not create structural
biases. Rather, these classes became associated with LT-only and
TL-only classes learned from frequent verbs (e.g., fill, pour) that
occurred with situational information (e.g. thematic roles). If verbs
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with the LT-only class, they were classified as close to LT-only
verbs in their structural preferences. Similarly, verbs were closer
to the TL-only class if they occurred frequently with the same
post-verbal words. Thus, situational information was used to learn
verb-structure associations for frequent non-alternating verbs and
this information was sufficient to associate structural biases with
alternating verb classes using post-verbal words without situa-
tional information like thematic roles (Fig. 1).
This mechanism can explain the lexical training effect in our
studies. In Experiment 1, the 9-year-old children and adults
encoded the nouns that occurred after the verb in training for four
different novel verbs and used this information later at test. In
Experiment 2, adults learned lexical distributional regularities
and generalised this knowledge to new nouns at test. The 5-year-
old children in Experiment 1 did not show an effect of lexical train-
ing, suggesting that the ability to learn from the lexical distribution
changed with age. This increase in ability mirrors Twomey et al.’s
(2014) connectionist model, where the separation between verb
classes increased slowly as the model learned. Fig. 10 shows how
this developmental process might work for the age groups in our
study. Spatial distance in the figure encodes verb class similarity,
and each verb is an exemplar of a verb class.
Given the early evidence for lexical distributional learning
(Scott & Fisher, 2009), we assume that children at each age can
use lexical distributional regularities to map novel verbs to existing
locative verb classes. However, because 5-year-olds have a single
cluster of locative verbs, it is difficult for them to show a distinc-
tion at test between verbs that have occurred in L-transitive and
T-transitive sentences during training. Older children and adults
know more verbs, and importantly these verbs are more semanti-
cally distinct (middle and right panel in Fig. 10). This predicts that
adults and older children will show stronger systematic structural
choice at test than younger children. Support for the differentiation
of verb classes over time is provided in Ambridge et al.’s (2012) rat-
ing study, in which the strength of verb-class related semantic pre-
dictors increased with age. Although our results come from older
children, Twomey et al. (2014) suggested that these same distribu-
tional mechanisms could explain a range of early effects in devel-
opment. For example, syntactic bootstrapping studies typically
manipulate post-verbal words (e.g., novel verbs followed by arti-
cles or pronouns are more likely to be placed near the causative
verbs in the semantic space). Distributional learning over these
words would yield results that are similar to the predictions based
on syntactic structure.
Another important feature of our data is the TL bias in children.
Twomey et al. (2014) argued that there was a close relationship
between verb classes and the TL bias, where the TL bias resulted
from an early inability to distinguish locative verb classes. TheFig. 10. A developmental account ofresults in Experiment 1 support this claim. Adults used LT and TL
structures equally often, which would emerge from a broad spread
of verb classes which they could attach to both LT- or TL-biased
verbs based on lexical distribution (Fig. 10, right panel). However,
5-year-olds and 9-year-olds showed a TL bias, which would
emerge from a clustering of known verbs in the TL-biased part of
the space (Fig. 10, left and middle panels). When verbs are clus-
tered tightly as in the 5-year old panel in Fig. 10, an LT-only verb
like cover could be placed into the TL-biased part of the verb space,
explaining why children sometimes make overgeneralisation
errors where LT-only verbs are placed into TL structures at this
age (4;5 ⁄I’m going to cover a screen over me; Bowerman, 1982).
The predictions of this lexical distributional account are different
from approaches in which lexical item-based knowledge forms
the basis for early usage (Tomasello, 2003). For example, fill
appears frequently in LT and pour is frequent in TL in child directed
speech (Twomey et al., 2014), so under an item-based approach,
children should be accurate at both of these frequent pairings from
the outset. However, Gropen et al. (1991b, Exp 1) found that young
children (2;6–3;5) produced errors by placing the verb fill in the TL
structure as often as they created the correct pairing, even though
they correctly used the verb pour only in the TL structure. A lexical
distributional approach can explain these findings: the first cluster
is TL-biased and fill is at the border between the TL and LT spaces
(left panel of Fig. 10).
Nonetheless, in addition to distributional information, there is
substantial evidence that children understand aspects of situa-
tional meaning from early in development (causality, Leslie &
Keeble, 1987; goals, Luo, 2011) and that structural knowledge is
linked to this semantic information (Ambridge, Pine, Rowland,
Freudenthal, & Chang, 2014; Ambridge et al., 2012; Ambridge,
Pine, Rowland, Jones, & Clark, 2009; Bidgood et al., 2014). However
there is relatively little experimental evidence that children can
store structure-relevant situational features for novel verbs across
separate training and test events (for an exception, see Ambridge,
Pine, & Rowland, 2011). Indeed, the effect of situation in the cur-
rent study was not in the predicted direction: participants pre-
ferred to use LT structures with verbs that had been seen in
theme-salient situations in training. Although there was no inter-
action with age, this effect was strongest in adults. In contrast,
when adults were queried about the situational manipulation in
the norming study, they produced structures which matched the
situation, preferring LT structures for location-salient scenes. This
suggests that adults can identify the salient elements in the train-
ing scenes and have a preference for the matching structure, but by
the time they are tested, this preference has changed into a mis-
match preference. The source of this mismatch effect is not clear,
but one possibility is that the salience of the theme and location
in the test situation is influenced by variability, rather thanlocative verb class acquisition.
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ner in the situational manipulation varied between training and
test, which could highlight the item that changed, and increase
production of the structure that placed the highlighted item ear-
lier. For example, the difference between a partially filled cone in
training and a fully filled cone at test could render the cone more
salient relative to the unchanged theme motion and trigger an
increase in LT production at test. Regardless of what caused this
mismatch effect, however, our results suggest that situation infor-
mation is not being transparently associated with verbs to create
matching structural preferences.
An alternative mechanism that participants could have
employed in these studies is to activate thematic roles directly
from the lexical items and create verb classes based on these
word-derived roles. For example, hearing the word floor in the clea-
ner pilked the floor could activate a location thematic role, and
pilked could therefore be assigned to a location-biased verb class.
Then at test, this verb class would bias speakers towards LT
descriptions. One question is whether these word-derived the-
matic roles are linked to the situation-derived roles. If they are
linked, the lexical effect should be stronger in Experiment 1, where
additional visual information about thematic roles was provided,
compared to Experiment 2, where no visual information was pro-
vided. However, there was no difference in the magnitude of the
lexical effect between our experiments: word-derived roles plus
situation-derived roles were not better than word-derived roles
only. Linking word- and situation-derived thematic roles also pre-
dicts a strong interaction between situation and lexical training in
Experiment 1. When the visual scene highlights the location role
and the post-verbal noun activates the same location role, the loca-
tion role should be very salient and easily bound to the verb. When
the roles activated by the visual scene and the role activated by the
post-verbal noun mismatch, then it should be harder to select the
verb class, because the situation-derived and word-derived roles
bias in opposite directions. This predicts that mismatching condi-
tions should have a smaller lexical training difference than the
matching conditions. In fact, the opposite was true. When situa-
tional salience matched the role selected by the lexical nouns,
the difference between L- and T-transitives was 8%, but when they
mismatched, the lexical training difference was 18%. Thus, our
results suggest that word-derived role information is independent
of situation-derived role information. This is consistent with the
approach in Twomey et al.’s (2014) correspondence analysis,
where the verb class space which encoded thematic role distinc-
tions despite receiving only lexical – but not situational/visual –
input.
The acquisition of low frequency verbs is an important chal-
lenge for theories of language acquisition (e.g., encrust, festoon,
imbue, lard, mottle, replenish, shroud, wad; Levin, 1993). The acqui-
sition of the structural biases of these verbs is made more difficult
when the verbs do not occur in the appropriate structures in the
input, as is the case for many locative verbs. Lexical distributional
learning can use overlap in adjacent words to identify
semantically-related verbs, which can support the acquisition of
these low frequency verbs, by using a small number of exemplars
as in the studies presented here. In contrast, in Experiment 1 par-
ticipants could not use situational information from a small num-
ber of exemplars to constrain verb meaning, even though the
theme motion and location change were clearly visible and less
variable than those in the real world (e.g., the general imbued the
soldiers with courage, the man infused the cake with vanilla). Thus,
while situational information should clearly be encoded with verbs
when frequent or salient enough, the vast majority of linguistic
forms are infrequent (Zipf, 1949) and a complete theory of lan-
guage acquisition requires a mechanism that can address this long
tail of linguistic knowledge. The current studies point to the impor-tance of lexical distributional learning in providing just such a
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